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OJ. defense:
zealous cops
fabricated
blood trail

1995

T H U R S D A Y

‘Invitation to Dance’

By Linda Deutsch

Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — The
prosecution’s m eticulously
plotted “trail of blood” is a false
path forged by overzealous inves
tigators who ignored witness ac
counts and overlooked blood that
didn’t fit their theory O.J.
Simpson was a murderer, his
defense told jurors Wednesday.
Blood scraped from under
Nicole Brown Simpson’s finger
nails didn’t match her ex-hus
band’s, and “there is no blood
where there should be blood” if
Simpson were guilty, said attor
ney Johnnie Cochran Jr.

Clinton’s address
leaves Poly profs
hopeful for future
By Justine Frederiksen

Daily Staff Wfiter

In reaction to F*resident Bill
Clinton’s State of the Union
Address Tuesday night, two Cal
Poly professors expressed similar
predictions and hopes for what
the speech may mean to Cal Poly
students and the rest of America.
Tuesday night, in one of the
longest State of the Union
Addresses in history, Clinton
o u tlin e d h is p la n s for
governmental change.
He introduced his proposal
called a “New Covenant” — a
broad-reaching idea that calls for
Am ericans take on more
responsibility for their actions,
promising that government will
do the same.
Clinton also stressed the need
for compassion in welfare reform,
and sa id he w ill cu t
governmental spending while
still protecting social security
and Medicare.
Much of the specific change
was focused in his “Middle Class
Bill of Rights,” which included
new tax breaks for education. It
is these tax cuts that most
interest students and faculty of
Cal Poly.
Cal Poly political science

See SIMPSON, page 8

Update on Fetzer’s
tenure status to be
announced today
By Mario T. Garda

Doily Staff Writer

A press conference is
scheduled this morning to an
nounce developments in the
tenure appeal of embattled
political science Professor Philip
Fetzer.
The conference — sponsored
by the Ad Hoc Faculty Commit
tee to Support Phil Fetzer for
Tenure — will be held in
Bishop’s Lounge at 11 a.m.
Last May, Fetzer was denied
tenure. After the denial, he is
sued a written statement declar
ing his intention to appeal that
decision.
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Cal Poly alumnus Jennifer Knight Dills practices for "Orchesis' * 25th an
niversary production. See story, page B1 / Daily photo by L Scott
Robinson

See FETZER, page 3

By Jtff WHson

LOS ANGELES — An un
relenting storm brought more
misery to Southern California on
Wednesday, preventing a search
for an avalanche victim, tying up
traffic and forcing people in
flood-prone areas to stay on
alert.
Searchers assem bled at
Mount Baldy Ski Area to hunt
for a Snowboarder lost in an
avalanche 'Tuesday after he ven
tured off a marked trail in the
cloud-shrouded mountains 40
miles east of Los Angeles.
But foul weather and fear of
another avalanche forced
suspension of the search for

Daily Staff Writer

Justice comes in many
forms, as does injustice.
Muslim leader Imam Abdel
Malik Ali is struggling to edu
cate Americans about economic,
political and social injustices.
In an impassioned speech
Tuesday in Chumash
Auditorium, Ali discussed ten-

dencies toward injustice which
he said have infiltrated society.
The Muslim Students Associa
tion of Cal Poly sponsored the
speech.
Ali claimed these injustices
are absent from Islam — made
possible by the “one and only
God, Allah,” he said.
But Ali and other Muslims
hold fast to a different equation.
“As Muslims, we are taught

there is one and only peace
(through Allah),” he said, lean
ing over the podium.
Ali contended that the media
and the United States govern
ment have contributed to a
negative image of Islam, paint
ing a harsh picture of a people
he said only wish to serve
Allah.
Some Muslims, in turn, grow
See ISLAM, page 2

Republicans scorn,
Democrats worry
after Tuesday speech
By John King

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — In the
moments after President Clin
ton’s State of the Union
speech, most members of Con
gress stuck to the polite party
scripts. But it didn’t take long
for the Republican scorn and
Democratic unease to filter
through.
Most striking were the
Republicans. Most began by
applauding Clinton for coming
their way and talking about
tax cuts and smaller govern
ment. But before long many
were ridiculing the president,
saying he was trying to pander
See REACTION, page 3

Mike F^lotti, 24, of Costa Mesa.
He was reported missing by a
friend who escaped the slide.
More than a foot of new snow
coated the area.
“They have heavy snow and
the slopes are too unstable. 'They
have temporarily called off the
search because of the danger,”
said Deputy Cheryl Huff of the
San Bernardino County Sheriffs
Department.
'The state has been drenched
by a series of powerful storms
that began arriving Jan. 3. Since
then, rainfall totals have been
enormous. Nordhoflf Ridge north
of Ojai, for example, has
See STORM, page 8
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Muslim leader Imam Abdel Malik Ali addresses a crowd in Chumash
Tuesday / Daily photo by Gregory Hood

By Karan E. Spaadar

See CLINTON, page 3

Foul weather halts search for
Snowboarder, snarls traffic
A ^ K ia te d Press

A life, not just a religion
A Muslim
leader calls
for tolerance,
denouncing
common
stereotypes o f
Islam

professor John Culver said
C lin to n ’s p ro p o sed tax
deductions for education costs
are welcome, but
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ISIAM: Speaker sees a re\iva] of the Muslim religion
“We live in a society that
divides." All said. “This division
is so innate that we 11 do
thing we can to divide. (But)
when we all die, we will all
answer to the same God — one
God.”
. . , injus
Economic and political
tices persist as well, he said.
For example, Ali said, when
people buy a $90,000 house, they
generally must seek a bank loan,

From page 1

TH U RSD A Y
school days remaining m winter (jwirter.
TO DAY'S WEATHER:
TOM ORROW 'S WEATHER :
Today's high/low ;
Tomorrow's high/low :

Partly douJy. NW winds 10-20 mph
1air, no rain expected
SO/41
63/NA

Nobel Prize Winner Speaks at Poly

Czeshiw Milosz, an award-winning Polish poet, will
read trom his poetry tonight at 8 p.m. in Chumash
Auditorium, The poet's speech, which is part of the
Lyceum series, is free.
Milosz received the Nobel Prize in 1980 for his
poetry. He also has won numerous other literary
awards.
TODAY
Poly Reps Info. Meeting • U.U. 216, I I a m.
PolitUal Science dub Meeting • Bldg. 10-227,11 a.m
Physics Colloquium • "Physics of Nucleor Proliferotion," Bldg.

52-E45,11 o.m

Coreer Servkes, Room 224,
11 o.m .-1 2 p.m — 756-2501
Interview Skills Seminar • Coreer Services, Room 224,1-2 p.m. — 756-2501
Parents, Families and Friends of Lesbians and Gays Meeting • United
Methodist Church, 1515 Fredericks St., 7 p.m
Job Search Seminar •

FRIDAY
Resume and Cover Letter Seminar •

-

Coreer Servkes, Room 224, 10-11 o.m.

756-2501

Czeslaw .Milosz will speak on
"F.urope at the End of the 20th Century", U.U. 220, 11 a.m.
Sp.ice is limited.
National Organization for Women Demonstrotion • Women's
Resource Center, 1009 .Morro St. #201,7-9 p.m. — 772-1197
Performance at Hector of the Bean • Rodriguez will play at the coffee
shop on Chorro Street, 8 p.m.

Prize*Winning Poet Discusses Politics •

Agendo Items: c/o Gndy Webb, Grophic Arts 226, Col Poly 93407 — Fax: 756-6784

ashamed of their culture; they do
not wish to be called Muslim or
be associated with Islam, he
said.
Other Muslims, however, are
gaining new strength in society.
Ali said Islam is one of the
fastest-growing religions in
America, Asia and Europe.
“Islam is experiencing some
what of a revival,” Ali said.
“Muslims are beginning to reas
sert their Islamic identity.”
This revival is evident in Ali’s
East Oakland community, where
he said people are increasingly
turning to Islam. This, in turn,
has contributed to a sense of
tranquillity in the area, he said.
While Ali wishes to educate
people about Islam, “it is not (the
Muslims’) objective to try to get
people to come to (Islam),” he ex
plained.
The key, he said, is to have
understanding among religions,
races and cultures — not neces
sarily agreement. Once people
understand each other, they can
reconcile with each other, he
said.
Islam is not just a religion, Ali
said. “These are laws, and this is
a way of life (for Muslims).”
In keeping with this, he said,
Muslims recognize that “God is
great." They do not preoccupy
themselves with analyzing and
studying God, which can lead
some to assess that “man is
great.”
Repeating the term “oneness,”
Ali said God created the heavens
and the earth to work har
moniously. Therefore, the wind,
rain and heavens work together
with the plants and lakes to
create unity in nature.
This unity, he said, should
overlap into humankind as well.

"Islam is experiencing
somewhat of a revival.
Muslims are beginning to
reassert their Islamic iden
tity. "
Imam Abdel Malik Ali

Muslim leader
resulting in years of interest pay
ments.
“That’s economic injustice,”
Ali said. “It doesn’t look like it
because (bank employees) are in
white shirts and ties.”
In Islam, interest is against
the law, he said.
In addition, Ali mentioned the
Catholic Inquisition, in which
Catholics were once told they
must choose to leave, choose
Catholicism or choose death.
This, he said, was political in
justice, and Islam does not sug
gest people must “come to Islam
or die.”
Ali also said current conflicts
involving Muslims are another
issue relating to Islam. He
referred to the conflict in Grozny,
and said although Chechen
rebels appear to contradict the
Islamic philosophy of peace.

Allah permits fighting if Muslims
are attacked.
“The media are not showing
why the Muslims are fighting,”
he said. “They are showing only
the Muslim response.” Although
violent, .All said this mirrors
Russian aggression.
Ali also addressed the
woman’s place in Islam in terms
of the deep respect he said men
have for women in Islam.
Women are shrouded in veils
and long garments to avoid un
welcome stares or physical con
tact with anyone but their hus
bands.
“As long as you live in a
society that sees (women) as ob
jects of pleasure, (they) can’t
have liberation,” Ali said, refer
ring to the woman’s liberation
movement.
Audience members appeared
captivated with Ali’s relaxed, yet
moving, tone and language.
Computer science sophomore
S. Fouzi Husaini said he ap
preciated Ali’s discussion of Mus
lim women. Husaini, who also is
the president of the Cal Poly
Muslim Students Association,
agreed that Muslim women are
treated well and are highly
respected.
Ethnic Studies instructor
Rasha al-Disuqi concurred, and
said, “(Ali) embraced Islam” in
his description of Muslims’ at
titudes and perceptions.
“He really hit the target with
spiritual issues,” she said.
Ali communicated the mes
sages of God and related them to
the current Muslim movement in
America, al-Disuqi said.
By the end of this quarter or
beginning of spring quarter, the
Muslim Students Association
hopes to sponsor another Muslim
speaker, Husaini said.
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Cal Poly affirms its commitment to creatine and
maintaining a community in which students, iaailty and
staff are able to work cooperatively in an atmosphere free
from sexual harassment. Sexual harassment is unwelcome
sexual behavior that violates federal and state legislation.
The guidelines set forth in Cal Poly's Policy Against Sexual
Harassment are designed to provide an appropriate avenue
o f redress for viaim s of sexual harassment and to provide
due process for all parties.
,
Educating the Cal Poly community is a high pr. jrity in
the crusade we ve initiated to eliminate sexusJ harassment.
We offer regular training to inform our campus
constituents about sexual harassment guidelines, to provide
updates on the evolving body of sexual harassment case law
and to focus attention on the critical nature o f our
concerns. For our employees and students who may suffer
the indignities of sexual harassment, we provide support
and assistance through a structure of Sexual Harassment
Advisers listed here and through the office o f W omen's
Programs and Services located in the University Union,
Room 217F, Ext. 2600.
'
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Farmers express fears over plan to add ten plants FETZKR: Tenure uncertain
species chief, told about 100
farmers and ranchers at an in
FRESNO — Marian Preston formation session that they
of Le Grand summed up the
shouldn’t be harmed by the pos
fears and frustration farmers
sible new listings. She said the
felt Wednesday over an attempt government doesn’t have the
to list 10 Central California
right to take private land to
plants as endangered or
protect endangered plants as
threatened species.
sometimes has been done to
“All of us aren’t as concerned protect endangered animals.
about endangered flowers or
“The Endangered Species
species as you are,” she told
Act protection for plants is less
three U.S. Fish and Wildlife of- than protection for animals, she
flcials. “We’re just concerned
said. “The case everyone knows
about making a living. Thank
about in Kern County is an
God the dinosaurs aren’t
animal.” That referred to a
around any more.”
federal case in which a farmer
But Cay Goude, the federal is accused of endangering the
agency’s regional endangered
habitat of several endangered

By Joe Bighorn
A ssaioted Piess

species, primarily the Tipton
kangaroo rat.
San Joaquin Valley Con
gressman Calvin Dooley asked
the government to delay listing
the plants until the Endangered
Species Act is reauthorized.
“It is widely anticipated that
the Congress will rewrite the
act this year and make sig
nificant changes,” Dooley said
in a statement presented by an
aide.
Several farmers questioned
whether the Fish and Wildlife
Service trespassed on private
land to obtain data on the 10
plants located in the Sierra
foothills .

Professor Gloria Velasquez.
Velasquez is a member of the

From page 1

Fetzer’s supporters claim his
involvement in multiculturalism
on campus has not been ap "W e (eel it is about time
preciated by the university.
In 1988, Fetzer came to Cal the public hears about the
Poly to teach political science. status of the case ."
After his arrival, he started the
Donald Grinde
Civil Rights Awareness Week —
an effort to bring political con
History professor
sciousness to the university. Fet
zer also became adviser to the Ad Hoc Committee. Other mem
Political Science Club and to bers include several Cal Poly
Voice XIII, a student news tenured faculty.
magazine no longer in publica
“We feel it is time the public
tion.
hears about the status of this
“We are just giving an up case,” said history Professor
date,” said foreign languages Donald Grinde.

REACTION: Both Democrats and Republicans critical of Clinton’s address CLINTON: Speech “long overdue,” profs say
From page 1

to liberals and conservatives at
the same time, and muddying his
already troubled image in the
process.
R epub lican Rep. Jack
Kingston of Georgia mocked
Clinton’s address as “a great
marching speech. It went leftright, left-right, left-right.”
Perhaps the Republicans were
expected to have second thoughts
about being so polite — they
believe Clinton was seriously
wounded politically by the
November elections and are in no
mood to help him recover.
But a morning-after review of
the Democratic commentary sug
gested that Clinton’s repeated
overtures to Republicans left
some Democrats wondering
where they fit in — or just what
to believe.
“He opposed every moderate
effort in the last Congress,” said
conservative Democratic Rep.
Mike Parker of Mississippi. “I

can only wonder now if he ac
tually believes in his own
promises, or will he reverse
course yet again?”
D em ocratic Rep. Peter
DeFazio of Oregon found himself
much in agreement with Clinton.
But instead of leaving it at that,
DeFazio went on to point out
major differences with Clinton —
not exactly what the White
House had in mind on a night
Clinton hoped to reassert him
self.
DeFazio took issue with Clin
ton’s efforts to stabilize the
Mexican peso through $40 billion
in loan guarantees, and the
president’s proposal to raise Pen
tagon spending by $25 billion.
Adding to the Democratic dis
unity, others questioned Clin
ton’s demand for a middle-class
tax cut.
“I don’t find myself enthusias
tic about a tax cut at this mom e n t ,” s a id N e b r a sk a
Democratic Sen. Bob Kerrey, ar

guing that the time debating
taxes would be better spent on
entitlement reform.
Overall, most Democrats
came loyally to Clinton’s defense.
But even many in this group
took pains to protect themselves.
“I could close my eyes and
hear him talking about increas
ing opportunity but requiring
responsibility,” Sen. John Breaux
of Louisiana said Thursday. “It
was getting back to basics and
the middle class themes that
helped him get elected.”
Yet for all his praise of Clin
ton, Breaux issued a statement
that noted “he will support the
Clinton administration when he
can and oppose it when neces
sary.”
That line was reminiscent of
last year’s campaign, when
Democrats were eager to put a
little distance between themsel
ves and Clinton.

From page 1

“long overdue.”
He said they will help stu
dents and faculty alike, and
believes they will pass through
Congress easily.
“They should go through
without any problems,” he said.
“Most members of Congress
should support them.”
If there is problem in passage,
he said, it will be because the
two parties need to agree on the
the limits of the tax cuts.
Also of interest to students is
the proposed minimum- wage in
crease. But according to Culver,
passage of that proposal will be
tough for the president.
“That will be a big battle,” he
said.
San Luis Obispo Mayor and
Cal Poly political science profes
sor Allen Settle agreed. He said
Congress is more likely to pass
the tax deductions, and that the
a minimum wage hike faces a
grim legislative battle.

“(It does not) have a good
prospect of passage,” he said.
Instead, Settle said, he ex
pects that Congress will stall
decision on that issue, hoping to
get the president to pass the
Balanced Budget Amendment.
Both professors agreed there
will be much compromising over
the wage increase, and predicted
that Congress and the president
will disagree on the amount. If
there is an increase, they said, it
will be only about half of the 75cent raise Clinton hopes for.
Perhaps most important to
Clinton, however, was the hope
that 'Tuesday’s speech would help
him win back the support of the
American people.
“Clinton’s prospects for reelection are really on trial,” Set
tle said, but “his speech general
ly helped him.”
According to Culver, Clinton
did a “good job” with the address,
and it could definitely help his
image.
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Coyote Byways
Bob Gish
Director ethnic studies

I want my MTV — uncensored
ByJason Plemons

‘J

A last request for knowledge
So Jackrabbit asked Coyote another question,
trying to stall.
“Say, Coyote Boy, you know quite a bit. So just
answer this for me — is it really the way they say: ‘not
so much what you know but who you know that really
counts’?”
“Jackrabbit, you think I’m too dumb to pause and
answer such a big question before I enjoy the fine
repast which you provide?”
“Well, it’s common courtesy. Coyote. A last request.
Just tell me — what’s the essential Coyote way of
knowing? You’ve heard of General Education.”
“You mean the commander during the Indian wars?
There have been so many. As for the Apache-Cavalry
wars, I thought that was General Crook. But I can’t
recall his first name.”
“Well, Coyote, that’s not exactly what I meant. I
mean where does craft fit in with art and with science?
What should I know and what should you know and
what should we both know as cousins? Run. Hide.
Hop. Catch. There’s a flaw somewhere in both my
general and my vocational-professional education. So
how about a final hop tip?”
“Jackrabbit, there are few general things to know.
You want me to spell it out for you? What I know and
how I know what I know and why I generally succeed
in catching you? Right now, wouldn’t you say what
counts most is who you know?”
“Looks like it, but...I know you. And I know it’s not
your nature to pass up a tasty conejo like me. So what
good does it do me now to say I know you? You’re not
one for recommendation letters. I conclude then it’s
really what and not who a rabbit knows or doesn’t
know that counts.”
“Look, Jackrabbit, coyotes know certain things and
rabbits know certain things. What if rabbits started
knowing what coyotes know and coyotes started know
ing what rabbits know. Just accept your fate."
“So your answer is that there are different kinds of
domains or majors, just like General Education says.
And thus a coyote can’t be a rabbit and a rabbit can’t
be a coyote. Okay. But what bothers me is that if I
study all of the wisest of the wise Jackrabbit ways, I
still don’t know when to hop or how high when you are
closing in on me in your salivating, mesa madness.”
“Look, General Ed or General Dead, I have the
upper-hand here. I have the advantage. I can’t worry
about you and yours and what you want or don’t want.
I live by the teachings of General Appetite.”
“But, Coyote Boy, what if we all got together, all us
varmints, and we taught each other and then we put
all our knowledge into improving general conditions
out here in the great American West of California?
Cooperation and understanding are good things. They
say long ago that lions lay down with lambs.”
“A lamb is a lamb is a lamb, Jackrabbit. A rabbit is
a rabbit is a rabbit and I am who I am who I am. So
sayeth General Coyote.”
“Coyote, you are one thickheaded, self-centered
pendejo. I can’t persuade you to reconsider your as
sumptions and your attitudes toward me and mouse
and the other small creatures. So...”
“Sorry, Jackrabbit. Even General Ed would agree
with me on this general point of knowledge: You can t
fill an empty stomach with words.”
Coyote Byways appears in the Opinion section every
other Thursday.

There is a war going on in your television set. On some
channel, somewhere, someone is being slaughtered; all in
the name of entertainment. On the average day there are
over 1,846 violent acts committed per day in the world of
television.
Recent events have propelled citizen groups to
rampage on Capitol Hill. Big Brother has threatened to
forcibly sensor the networks if they do not do so themsel
ves. America seems to be getting its fill of sex and
violence on television. To me, however, this is just
another example of how the American people, in general,
seem to be suffering from what I refer to as the famous
“Not Me” syndrome.
It is easy to blame the programming on television for
the violent behavior of your child, when what is really
needed is a deep look within. Violence in programming
has been blamed for all kinds of social problems. From
the increase of violence in our streets, to the increase of
teenage pregnancy; “it was the television’s fault, not
mine,” seems to be the attitude.
America seems to have a personality not unlike that of
an immature adolescent refusing to take responsibility
for his or her actions. When I was younger it was easy for
me to blame my faults and shortcomings on others, but
somewhere along the line I learned to accept respon
sibility for my own actions. To put it bluntly, we cannot
hold the mass media responsible for every idiocy com
mitted by the viewers. People, even children, need to be
held accountable for their own actions.
A tragedy occurred in early October 1993. Austin was
five, and Jessica was two. Somehow Austin decided to
play with his mother’s lighter. By the time he was done
the house was afire, and little Jessica was trapped inside.
Who do you think got the blame? “Beavis and Butt-head,”
of course. They were a convenient scapegoat for a mother
that was not doing her job. What was the lighter doing in
the reach of a five-year-old? And why was he watching
“Beavis and Butt-head”? These questions were never
asked, but MTV decided to move the air time up, and cen
sor fire scenes.
What was learned here is that it doesn’t matter what
you do, as long as you can use the television as a
scapegoat, the world will feel sorry for you.

Now I feel for the family, but the blame is on the
wrong people. There is no excuse for neglect. The biggest
tragedy is that we as a society don’t want to accept the
responsibility for our actions.
'To me, the way violence is portrayed on television,
rather than the acts themselves, are what is to blame. It
seems that violence for violence’ sake is the motto for the
networks. Violence can be a very productive part of a
story. It can grab the audience’s attention, shocking and
disturbing them. It can be used to compel them to do
something, like standing up against those who betray
human rights. But when it is used sin.ply for the sake of
entertaining it loses its effect. It no longer becomes a tool;
it becomes a self-destructive weapon.

It is easy to blame the programming
on television for the violent
behavior of your child, when what is
really needed is a deep look within.
In a society that is quickly eroding away, are we laying
the blame in the right place? We are a nation of people
that are determined to have everything immediately. We
want solutions that will solve our problems overnight.
Well, there is no simple solution to the problems facing
our nation. It is time to accept responsibility for our ac
tions, and demand others be held accountable for theirs.
The solution is not going to come from the government; it
is going to come from us. You are the consumer; you have
more power than any branch of government. If you don’t
like something on television, don’t watch it. The networks
will get the message. But don’t you dare try to take away
my choice of programming due to your shortcomings as
parents. I want my M'TV uncensored right along with
Mark 'Twain.
Jason Plemons is a journalism junior. Eh-heh-heh.

Take responsibility for your education
Re: 'S«dety needs cultural education,' Jon. 23

I have no doubt that Brian Kelly is sincere in his
desire to “feel like a part of the solution.” Unfortunately,
he is a good example of “part of the problem.” Many mem
bers of various cultures continually voice their concerns
that they are not being listened to by members of the
majority culture. Obviously, Mr. Kelly has not been lis
tening or he would know the “specific problems.”
How much more information does Mr. Kelly — the
“masses’” self-appointed mouthpiece — need to start
using what has been given him? Seminars, lectures and
articles about how to combat racism and cultural insen
sitivity have been presented to anyone willing to actively
listen.
Cultural awareness events are organized so ethnic
concerns can be discussed and more people can become
aware of what needs to be done in our society. Many
members of minority races are more than willing to dis
cuss their feelings and perceptions with any one who is
interested in learning. And, of course, at Cal Poly we have
several ethnic studies, ethnic literature, and other cour
ses to help genuinely concerned people understand the
“specific problems” minorities face in society.

Has Mr. Kelly never heard of a “glass ceiling” in busi
ness corporations? Has he never heard of police harass
ment of minorities? Has he never heard of students of any
color stereotyping and slandering another culture? Has
he never noticed that few literature classes assign books
written by non-white American or British authors? Has
he never noticed the subtle and not-so-subtle ways our
news and entertainment media perpetuate the myths of
certain cultures? If he had taken the time to view the
world with a critical eye rather than a passive absorbing
one, he would have been able to cite many more examples
of racism in our society than the few I have listed here.
Awareness and acceptance of cultural differences is a
key to stopping ignorant racism. Active living is key to
your education, Mr. Kelly. Don’t say “educate me." Too
many are willing to sit back and let others do the work
for them and simply submit to what they are told or
shown. Look around you for ways to combat racism. Don t
just expect others to tell you what to do. If you are “here
for an education” then start working for it.
Jannifer Sablón
English senior
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M oon Ja Minn Suhr walked on to campus in 1969 and one year later she had a vision - to
turn the three small dance classes offered at Cal Poly into a thriving dance
company that students could call their own.

Twenty-five years later her vision is still a reality.

The Orchesis Dance Company, which incor
porates
ballet, modern jazz, tap, rumba,
«
cha-cha and swing, will present their
25th

» N ÿ ïS

anniversary

spectacular,

“Invitation to Dance.” Currently, the
dance company is in its final

Ï Ï

rehearsal stages.

25 years and still kicking
By Dawn Pillsbury^
Daily Staff Writer

“It’s going to be a very dynamic
show,” said mechanical engineering
senior Heather Smyth, president of
Orchesis. “A lot of elements are coming
together, other groups and local dancers.
This show will celebrate not only Orchesis
being around for 25 years, but dance in its entirety.”

w'

See Invitation to Dance / Page B4

It
l^hotograpli by
Nicole R. Smith
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Nobel Prize winning poet Czeslaw Milosz
presents Polish history through poetry
By Maria T. Garcia
Daily Staff Writer

Following in the tradition of
bringing world class writers to
Cal Poly, the Lyceum will
present Nobel Prize-winning
poet Czeslaw Milosz as a part of
the Cal Poly Arts’ WriterSpeak
program.
According to English professor
/
John Hampsey, the theme of this
year’s Lyceum series is “History
as Story and Story as History.”
“Milosz has dealt with the is
/_
sues of World War II, Com
m unism and dep ression ,”
Vjj
Hampsey said. “Many people
consider him the greatest living
poet in the world.”
Milosz’s poetry was banned in
Poland until 1980, the year he
was awarded the Nobel Prize.
’A\K
According to a press release,
Milosz’ poetry speaks in a per
sonal voice that carries with it
1 the echoes of his people’s history.
“His poetry was banned be
cause he wanted to talk about
the suffering of people,”
Hampsey said.
Milosz was born in Lithuania
and moved to his family’s
homeland
in Poland shortly after
1980 Nobel Prize winriing poet Czeslaw Milosz will read and sign books
the World War I. His first collec
Thursday evening in Chumash Auditorium.
tion of poetry, “Poem of the
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War clashes with love
in 'Legends of the Fail'
By Monica Phillips
Daily Staff Writer

The struggle of war contrasts
the beauty of the Rocky Moun
tains as the tragic epic of the
Ludlow fam ily begins in
“Legends of the Fall.”
Based on the novella by Jim
Harrison, director Ed Zwick
creates an intense atmosphere
with characters that portray
their innermost desires for love,
freedom and success.
Emotions are transferred
rapidly from both the words and
actions of the characters to the
audience.
The movie revolves around
Tristan, played by sexy Brad
Pitt, a Montana boy raised on a
ranch during the time of preWorld War I. Tristan is the most
ambitious of the three Ludlow
brothers and his actions bring
excitement to the movie, as he
fights bears and rides wild stal
lions.
Tristan’s free and wild per
sonality combined with his good
looks and intense blue eyes en
tices all the women in the movie
and most that watch the movie
as well.
The boys’ father, Ludlow who
IS called by the family name, is
played by Anthony Hopkins. He
IS a retired colonel from past
wars and is left alone to raise
and protect his sons from the
“crooked government” and tur
moil of war.

But Ludlow has a hard time
doing either because he has
raised his sons to be independent
and freethinkers.
Ludlow shows favoritism to
Tristan, because he is the
representation of what his father
always wanted to be — a hunter,
a hero and free like the wind.
The relationship between
Ludlow and Tristan leads the
youngest and oldest brother to
find their happiness away from
home. They, too, want to be suc
cessful, but at home they are
forced to live in the shadow of
Tristan.
The you n gest brother,
Samuel, played by Henry
Thomas, characterizes the same
innocent child as when he played
Elliott in E.T.
Samuel battles against his
father’s wishes because he
desires to fight for the English in
WWI, leaving his beautiful
bride-to-be behind.
Aidan Quinn plays the oldest
brother Albert, a law-obeying
citizen who leaves the family to
become a successful U.S. con
gressman.
The movie demonstrates how
a family can be pulled apart by
hatred and despair as one
woman, Susannah, played by
Julia Ormond, struggles between
the love of the three brothers.
Zwick created characters that
are self-revealing, showing all
See LEGENDS, page B3
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Frozen Time” was published
when he was 21 years old.
During World War II, he lived
in Nazi-occupied Warsaw where
he worked as a writer, editor and
translator for the Polish Resis
tance forces. After the war,
Milosz worked for Poland’s
diplomatic service in Paris as a
cultural attache.
“His work reflects the natural
world,” said English professor
Kathleen Balgley.
Balgley lived in Poland from
1987 to 1989 where she was a
Fulbright professor of ethnic
American literature.
Balgley’s father, a Polish Jew,
was a bom in 1911, the same
year Milosz was bom. Balgley
has an interest in Polish matters
and Slavic literature because of
her family’s heritage in Poland.
Milosz’ poetry, fiction and es
says address the central issues of
the 20th century, the impact of
history on morality and the
search for spiritual morality
amid doubt.
“He has always been concerned with the battle of good
and evil,” Hampsey said.
Balgley said that Milosz’s
poetry is also concerned with the
natural beauty of his native
homeland.

“He gives the area a
mythological status,” Balgley
said.
In 1960, Milosz became an
American citizen and accepted a
teaching position at UCBerkeley’s Slavic Languages and
Literature Department. He
retired in 1978.
During his life, Milosz has
received numerous literary
awards, including the Prix
Literaire European in 1953 and
the Neustadt International
Literary Prize for Literature in
1978.
Milosz’s two free appearances
are sponsored by the Cal Poly
Lyceum speaker series in as
sociation with the College of
Liberal Arts and Cal Poly Arts’
Writer Speak program.
After both appearances,
Milosz’s books will be available
for sale and an autograph ses
sion will take place.
Milosz w ill read a selection
o f his poetry Thursday at 8
p.nu in Chumash Auditorium ,
He w ill also speak on the sub
ject o f ‘^Europe at the End of
the 20th century** at 11 a,m.
Friday in room 220 o f the U. U.

Public Nudism streaks into SLO

Chris Symer. This combination
of instruments really implements
the folk-rock mix of music.
The best song on the album is
“Butterfly Kisses” due to the
blend of music and back up
singers which compliment
'Turner’s voice. This light and
airy rhythm of the song produces
the musical effect of a butterfly.
The visual connotation of the
song is what makes it so real to
the listener. The song takes the
listener into its lyrical descrip
tion simply with its words.
The album, filled with songs
eliciting quiet, serene feelings, is
a perfect path to relaxation after
a long day. The lyrical messages
are uplifting and describe inter
esting stories as if the listener is
still awake enough to hear the
words.
Another coffee house song,
“The Sentiment’s the Same"
starts out good but then it just
seems to go on and on without
direction. The next couple of
songs have the same affect with
their lyrics bordering on annoy
ing. There is too much chanting
and whining as the singer tends
to hang on to a note four
measures too long with random
pitch changes that grate on the
nerves.
However, the background of
“Single Light” may just soothe
those frazzled nerves with the
comforting sound of rain falling
in the background. It
is a nice added touch to the
cozy, warm music that Dudley

By Erin Massey
Daily Staff Writer

Streakers beware! A new
band is coming to San Luis
Obispo and they are tuned and
ready to perform songs off their
new album “Public Nudism.”
One look inside the album
cover will show Dudley’s inten
tions. The design includes a copy
of a “notice to appear” ticket
from the Ventura police.
The ticket is for public nudism
(of course) and names the band’s
lead singer, Ellen 'Turner, as the
offender. 'IVirner, formerly from
the band Frank Jaegers, formed
Dudley in 1993.
The Santa Barbara-based
group is bringing their folk-rock
sound to Linnaea’s Cafe on Jan.
27 to promote their debut album
which features the band playing
with a variety of local Santa Bar
bara musicians.
The title of the band, however
comical and attention-grabbing,
could not be more wrong for the
feeling of the songs. “Public
N udism ” seem s more ap
propriate for the image of a man
running naked across a football
game to tl:e song “Wild Thin”
rather than a mellow, quiet girl
singing naked in a coffee shop.
The band’s new album
provides songs that carry a very
mellow, folk-type theme. Upon
first hearing the music, one
might mistake Dudley for the
musical group. The Cranberries,
namely because of the soft, slow
beat of the music.

It doesn’t have the loud, ear
pounding beat or harsh lyrics of
some hard rock bands. In fact,
'Turner has the same high and
melodic voice that has made The
Cranberries famous.
The first songs, namely “High
way” and “He Sees Angels” are
quite remarkable and might be
catchy enough to invade the
popular music charts. The in
strumentation aspect of the band
also is an attribute.
The guitarist, Joe Woodard,
makes the songs quite soothing,
yet drummer Tom Lackner keeps
a good beat throughout the mix.
The only other instrument the
band uses is a bass played by

See BAND, page B3
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Musical opens 20th Melodrama season

BAND
From page B2

her suitcase, meets the man of
her dreams, and lands a bit part
in the show being rehearsed at
the theater called “Dames at
Sea.”
Dick (Adam Kelepolo) is an of
ficer in the Navy who brings
Ruby her suitcase, and the two
fall in love immediately. They
discover they are from the same
hometown, and both want to
work on Broadway; she wants to
sing and dance, and he wants to
write songs.
Ruby befriends another
actress in the show named Joan
(Marti Jo Pennisi), who turns out
to be a past love of Dick’s friend
and a fellow officer named Lucky
(Shane Henry). They all sing
about their happiness together
until the star of the show, Mona
Kent (Catherine Best), appears.
Mona is also impressed by
Dick. She takes him under her
wing and away from Ruby, get
ting him a job writing songs for
her on the show.
But on opening night, the
show looks doomed as the
theater is torn down. In an at
tempt to save the show, the two
sailors take everyone aboard
their ship, convincing their cap
tain to allow both the women and
the show on board.
The final cast member is Ed
ward M. Barker. He has a dual
role as both the captain of the
ship who pursues Mona, and the
fictitious director of “Dames At
Sea” who chose the show over his
wife.
These three love stories are
told with singing and dancing
that is almost nonstop. All six
cast members are equally
talented, and they complete 15
separate musical numbers.
The show is lacking only in
dialogue, but what banter there

is, along with the lyrics, is witty
and charming. Hoit’s choreog
raphy is smooth and has a sense
of humor. It also includes a spec
tacular tap dancing routine for
the finale.
“Dames At Sea” is a look back
to the musicals of the 1930s and
40s, and it is a new genre for The
Melodrama.
Darren Rayner has been the
house manager for six years, and
said they have put on other
musicals, but none like “Dames
At Sea.”
“It’s the first straight musical
we’ve done,” he said.
Although the theater was not

as full as usual, the audience
seemed to be enjoying itself.
“I like it,” said Nicole Largent,
of San Luis Obispo, who was
watching the show with her
g r a n d m o th e r . The tw o
represented the wide range of
ages which made up the
audience.
Also enjoying the show was
Irene Lauringson of Nipomo, and
her husband, Ingmar.
“It’s great,” she said. “I love
the tap dancing.”
“Dames at Sea” plays until
March 12. For ticket informa
tion call 489-2499.

• Dudley plays postmodern
• Elm o Combo p lays
Mother’s 'Tavern at 9:30 p.m. folk at Linnaea’s at 8 p.m. No
cover.
• Frog and Peach Pub $3 cover.
presents Non Prophet at 8 p.m.
• Earthling Bookshop and
• Monte Mills plays McClinNo cover.
Cafe
presents Richard Fishback
• Great Sounds From Great tocks at 9:30 p.m. No cover.
at 8 p.m. No cover.
Guys play Earthling Bookshop
FRIDAY, JANUARY 27
• Busta plays Tex Mex Rock
and Cafe at 8 p.m. No cover.
and Roll at Osos Street Subs
• Osos
Street Subs and
* Boo Boo’s presents Human and Pasta from 8 to 11 p.m. $1
Pasta presents Jill Knight Trio
Bein at 6 p.m. No cover.
cover.
from 8 to 11 p.m. $2 cover.

• Mother’s Tavern presents
Zephyr at 9:30 p.m. $3 cover.
• 'Tim Jackson and Dave
Smith play Frog and Peach
Pub at 8 p.m. No cover.
• SATURDAYJANUARY28
* Linnaea’s presents Bob
and Wendy playing guitar and
mandocello at 8 p.m. No cover.

• The Horse You Rode In On
plays folk blues at Earthling
Bookshop and Cafe at 8 p.m.
No cover.
• Mother’s Tavern presents
Bar Sharks at 9:30 p.m. $3 cover.
• 'Trulio Disgracious and
Munkafust play SLO Vets Hall
at 8 p.m. $10 cover.

plays. Although considering
California’s current weather con
ditions, that sound may not be
an added attraction after all,
Dudley, with its growing
reputation in the Santa Barbara
area just might add San Luis
Obispo to its fan club as it brings
its melodic and mellow songs to
the community’s cafes and clubs.
If “Public Nudism” appeals to
the nudist in you, just put on
your clothes and buy it at any
local music store, or experience it
live at Linnaea’s Cafe.
The sh ow on F rid a y ,
January 27 starts at 8 p.nu

LEGENDS
From page B2

angles of human emotions.
Zwick's aim seems be to involve
the audience in the lives of the
characters.
The story is narrated by a
Cheyenne named One Stab,
played by Gordon Tootoosis, who
starts the movie and ends the
movie with the same somber
tone. In the beginning, the
American Indian said that all
great warriors want to die a
great death, but that Tristan
goes out to look for his.
The adventure is exciting, but
the ending needed some improve
ment. It leaves one with the feel
ing that a void needed to be filled
— and wasn’t.
“Legends of the Fall” is a cross
between Dances with Wolves and
a sappy romance novel. Most of
the audience left the the movie
melancholy and sad — I admit I
cried the entire time.
Definitely bring tissue when
you go to see this flick.

By Justine Frederiksen
Daily Staff Writer_______

T he G re a t A m erica n
Melodrama theater celebrates its
20th anniversary with plenty of
singing and dancing as it opens
the year with a funny and fastpaced musical.
“Dames At Sea” is the first
show of the theater’s 1995
season. Written by George Haimsohn and Robin Miller, it fea
tures music by Jim Wise and is
directed and choreographed by
The Melodrama’s own Eric Hoit.
This theater has a style all its
own, and for first- time visitors,
listening to the opening introduc
tion full of instructions is help
ful.
A cast member takes the
stage to announce the house
rules and to point out the snack
bar menu on the back of the
programs. 'Traditional fare of
soda, beer and hot dogs are
served by the actors themselves
during both intermissions, and
are eaten by the audience right
in their seats.
All this is offered with humor
and cheer, as if the audience was
invited to the actors’ home to
watch them dance in front of
their fireplace.
But despite all the casual at
mosphere, the caliber of the
talent and the performance are
first-rate. When the lights go
down, the show is professional
and sophisticated.
The story begins with a naive,
small town girl named Ruby
(Kerry Neel) arriving at the door
of a theater in New York City.
She had taken a bus all the way
from Utah hoping to fulfill her
dream of being in a Broadway
show.
Within 10 minutes, she loses

THURSDAr, JANUARY 26

r

Ruby, played by Kathy Calahan and Dick, played by Adam Kelepolo hug
warmly during musical comedy "Dames at Sea" /Photo by Austin's.

Be an R.A.
Check out an info session!
Monday, January 30
7 p.m. — Trinity Hall
9 pm. — Yosemile Hall

d

Tuesday, January 31

^

7 p.m. — Yosemitt Hall
9p m — Santa Lucia Hall

Wednesday, February 1
7 p m. — Tenaya Han
9 p.m. — Siarra Madre Han

Monday, February 6
7 p.m. — Fremont Hall
9 p m. — Sequoia Hall

^

Tuesday, February 7

^

7 p.m. — Yosemite Hall
9 p.m. — Tenaya Hall
e
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Wednesday, February S~^
7 pm. — Santa Lucia Han
9 p m — Sequoia Hall

Thursday, Ftbruary 16
7 p.m. — Sierra Madre Hall
9 p.m. — Trimly Hall

"Last Chance" Forum
Wednesday, Fabniary 2 2 ^
7 p.m. — Sierra Madre

More info C ontact 766-6640

Study at a University
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for one academic year
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INVITATION TO DANCE: Company incorporates multiple forms of dance
From page B1

By 1970, Suhr was teaching
eight classes that all met once a
week. But that isn’t enough prac
tice time to put on a quality per
formance. So after much
petitioning, Suhr received a $300
budget to put the company
together.
“Only six people showed up at
first,” she said. “So I went into
my eight classes and said, ‘We
are going to have a final project,
dance group work. You are going
to dance and partially create the
dance.’ People liked it, and the
next time 56 people showed up.”
Suhr said she will have to
leave the company someday.
“I conceived and labored,” she
said. “This is my baby and now it
is 25 years old. I’ll retire and let
it go. I hope it thrives and con
tinues.”
Assistant Director Maria
Junco is performing in one of the
pieces, it is a composition by one
of the guest choreographers. The
piece is called “Dream.”
“Part of the dance is a
nightmare, there’s all sorts of od
dball movements,” she said.
This is her sixth year with Orchesis, and she said the most im
portant part of the company is
its contribution to university
balance.
“The University puts a high
emphasis on technical fields,”
Junco said. “This gives students
a chance to express their
creativity. They engage in this
because they love it. This is part
of their being that has to be exer
cised.”
She emphasized that the dan
cers in Orchesis are all from dif
ferent majors — Cal Poly doesn’t
have a dance major.
“We’re getting stronger and

ReG

stronger, and the dancers are
getting more technically profi
cient,” she said.
“One of the most exciting
things is students who come into
(Orchesis) with little choreog
raphy experience, becoming ar
tists and growing and maturing
in the creative arts,” Junco said.
“It’s a wonderful process to be a
part of.”
She said the budget has
grown since the early days of the
company, but that money is still
tight.
“Students still work on their
own costumes,” she said. “We
have more money to purchase
things, but we can’t be ex
travagant.”
One problem they face, Junco
said, is the dance floor.
“We dance on an unsprung
dance floor,” she said. “The wood
is pretty much directly over ce
ment, so there is no spring or
give to the floor. It’s very
frustrating to all of us, especially
faculty members.”
Speech communication senior
Kathleen Sowar, a choreog
rapher for the group, said she
agreed.
“The floor is not good, and wt
all have bruises and sore knees
to prove it,” Sowar said.
About the upcoming perfor
mance, she said it is a lot more
diverse than most others.
“All the dances are different,
no two are alike,” she said.
“Maybe the finale is similar to
jazz style, but that’s it. The girls
are all really diverse, from all
clubs and different majors. But
we all hang out together. When
you spend that much time with
people with one common goal.
•

Cal Poly alumna Jennifer Knight Dills dances a ta practice session for the 25th anniversary Orchesis extravaganza /
Photo by L. Scott Robinson.

G ardiner choreographed willing to help when she can.
friendship develops.”
will also be dancing in
Liberal studies junior Lisa “Piercing the Soul” for the show. theSuhr
show.
She will perform in the
Gardiner explained further
“It’s a lyrical jazz piece,” she ballroom piece
and on Wednes
Sowar’s statement on group said. “It’s an inner look at who day and Thursday,
“The Whale
solidarity.
you put your trust in.”
Song,’ which is a modem piece.
“It’s togetherness,” Gardiner
She emphasized that the focus
**Invitation to D ance” w ill
said. “It’s willingness to respect of the group is Suhr.
run from Feb. 1-4. Contact the
each other and respect for Moon
“This is Moon Ja’s 25th year,” Cal Poly Theatre Ticket Office
Ja and what she does. Without
her, we wouldn’t have a com she said. “'There’s never a com at 756-1421 for inform ation
plaint out of her. She’s always and reservations.
pany.”
I

f

C e n tr a ' C o

1

E ve

s h a m p o o , cut
an d s t y l
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W ERACE
YOU W IN!
Professional racing is hell on a car. Every mile
on the track is like a hundred on the street. As
race car builders, we follow a. car through its
entire life sp an -o fte n only a matter of hours.
What we’ve learned at Le Mans and
Daytona applies directly to the way we main
tain your car. We'll tune it for top performance
and make the minor repairs that can save you
a maior overhaul further down the road
Our prices are reasonable and our
service is the best.
Racing car owners trust
C p f l l lS in
us. shouldn't you?
_
-
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273 Pacific Street. San Luis Obispo 643 7473

Court upholds State obsceuity law
THURSDAY, JANUARY 26, 1995

[ m u s t a n g d a il y

I Elderly woman shoots husband,
self in apparent mercy killing
Associoled Piess_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

______

PACIFICA — A 74-year-old
woman shot her bedridden hus
band to death in a convalescent
home and then killed herself,
police said.
Violette Mashburn entered
her husband Rayburn’s room at
the Greenery Rehabilitation
Hospital around noon Tuesday.
The husband, 74, had suffered
a severe stroke earlier in the
month, leaving him unable to
walk or speak, Capt. Pat Bren
nan said. The couple lived in
Montera, 18 miles south of San
Francisco.
At 1:20 p.m. the nursing su
pervisor heard a popping noise
and went to investigate.
“At that point she heard a

second pop, which she was pretty
sure was a gun shot,” Brennan
said.
The supervisor found Mr.
Mashburn in bed with a wound
to his head. She called police and
then found the body of the wife
beside the bed with a wound to
her head and a gun nearby.
A note in Mrs. Mashbum’s
purse apologized for what she in
tended to do, the coroner’s office
said.
Mr. Mashburn had apparently
been upset because of his condi
tion and had tried to pull in
travenous lines out and discon
nect himself from other medical
devices.
“He was insistent on going
home,” said Brennan. “He
wanted to go home to die.”

MUSTANG
DAILY

Todd said the state had the
authority to regulate distribution
of such material in order to en
sure that family life and com
munity welfare were not
“debased by the crass commer
cial exploitation of sex."
In seeking state Supreme
Court review, Clyde DeWitt, a
lawyer for defendant Steven D.
Wiener, said the appeals court
ignored the law’s effect on cus
tomers’ rights to possess erotic
material, whether obscene or
not.
With Todd’s analysis, “one’s
right of personal autonomy could
be entirely negated simply by
finding that there is no right of
access to services necessary to
exercise that right,” DeWitt
wrote.
Using similar reasoning,
DeWitt said, the state could nul
lify the right to abortion by out
lawing commercial abortion
providers.
But Todd drew a distinction
betwe^'n those issues. Unlike
abortion or contraception, he
said, the right to possess obscene
material is not an “interest fun
damental to personal autonomy.”
The case is People vs. Wiener,
S043603.

court for a new trial.
Arben Dosti and Reza Eslaminia were convicted of mur
dering Eslaminia’s fattier by a
jury that was misled about im
munity for the prosecution’s star
witness, was never told of a mur
der the witness may have com
mitted, and wasn’t informed
about a diary kept by the victim

that could have helped the defen
dants, their lawyers told the 1st
District Court of Appeal.
Evidence was suppressed
“through lies, through mis
representations, through frauds
on the court,” said Dosti’s
lawyer, Dennis Riordan.
A ruling is due within 90
days.

Men convicted of killing Iranian official ask for new trial

By bob Egelko

News, views and more.

Only S1,069. Or about $21. a month ’

Macintosh’ Performa’

475 4/160, Performa' Plus Duplay.
Apple' Keyboard Hand mouse.
Only $ 1,529 . Or about $29. a month

'

Macintosh’ Performa’

578 8/320 with CD ROM. 14"Sony THnttron IKplay.
AppleDestfpi Keyboard and mouse
Only $2,589. Or about $49. a month.'

privately possess obscene matter
extends to the distributor of that
matter.”

The San Diego case involved
Associated Piess _ _ _
____________
charges against six defendants
following the seizure of nearly
SAN FRANCISCO — A chal 4,000 videotapes from five stores
lenge by video dealers to a state by sheriffs officers in February
law banning the sale of obscene 1992.
material was rejected Wednesday
There has been no determina
by the state Supreme Court.
tion yet whether any of the tapes
Over the dissents of Justices are legally obscene, a decision
Joyce Kennard and Armand that requires assessment of their
Arabian, the court denied review artistic or educational value and
of an appellate ruling from San a comparison with community
Diego that the state can prohibit standards on explicit sexual
distribution of material deter material. The prosecution was
mined to be obscene, even put on hold until after a decision
though private possession is on the validity of the law.
legal.
Municipal Court Judge Char
The appellate decision now les Rogers and Superior Court
becomes binding on trial courts Judge Norbert Ehrenfreund
statewide.
ruled that the law was uncon
The state Supreme Court had stitutional and ordered dismissal
reached the same conclusion in of the charges. They reasoned
1976 in a ruling based on privacy
the right of a consenting
rights under the U.S. Constitu that
adult
to possess obscene material
tion. The new ruling is based on included
the right to acquire it
the California Constitution, from a commercial
who
which has been generally inter th e re fo re could seller,
not
be
preted as more protective of prosecuted.
privacy than its federal counter
But the 4th District Court of
part.
Appeal disagreed in a 3-0 ruling
The issue has divided courts last October.
“There is no legally protected
in other states. The supreme
courts of Hawaii and Oregon privacy interest in the distribu
have ruled similar laws uncon tion of obscene matter,” said the
stitutional on privacy grounds, opinion by Justice Richard Todd.
but courts in Florida and Min He said the 1976 state Supreme
nesota have upheld their state Court ruling rejected any notion
laws.
that “the right of an individual to
By Bob Egelko

Assaioted Piess

SAN F R A N C ISC O —
Lawyers for two men convicted
in the Billionaire Boys Club mur
der of a former Iranian official
accused the prosecutor Wednes
day of lying and hiding evidence
as they asked a state appeals

Before you need to make a sin^e
payment, 7,776,000 seconds will
have passed, the baseball strike
may finally come to an end and
the term “Generation X”will have
been used one too many times.
BUY AN APPLE MACINTOSH NOW. PAY FOR IT LATER.’

Viere not ¡ust making it eisier for you to buy a .Macintosh’ were making it easier
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own a Macintosh personal computer, printer. CD-ROM drive or other periph

erals without making a single pa\ nient for 90 da\-s.‘ Combine that with no hassles,
no complicated forms and alre.ady great student pricing, and the easv-to-use
Macintosh is now incredibly easy to buy. The Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day
Deferred Payment Plan The solution that gives you the
1 . ^
power e\ery student needs The power to be your best’
a

For more information visit
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pilot recounts traumatic
Mideast extremists warn of ‘backlash’ Rescued
with son in snow cave
to Clinton’s freeze on American assets experience
after becoming lost in blizzard
By Nicolas B. Tatro

/Associated Ptess

AL-RAM, West Bank — The
U.S. government crackdown on
donations to Mideast extremists
spells trouble for many Pales
tinian schools, clinics and public
welfare projects, whose sponsors
warn of an anti-American back
lash.
At Al-Ram’s respected Faith
School, Shiek Jamil Hamami
predicted a “very negative im
pact” from President Clinton’s
decision to freeze assets of
militant Muslim and Jewish
groups and to curb their fund
raising efforts in the United
States.
“It will increase hostility
against the American goveniment,” said Hamami at the
school, attended by 1,400 stu
dents aged 5 to 15. As he spoke,
some children played tag outside.
Hamami, 42, a fiery orator
with a black beard and closelycropped hair, directs the Islamic
Culture and Science Society,
which runs the school as well as
a kindergarten, orphanage and a
health clinic.
Israeli authorities link him to
the militant Islamic group
Hamas, and have arrested him
twice on charges of illegal fund
raising.
Hamami denies a Hamas con

nection, despite a pro-Hamas
video sold in the Gaza Strip that
identifies him as one of the
group’s leaders and in which he
is shown giving a speech praising
three Hamas gunmen who were
killed by Israeli soldiers.
He calls Clinton’s move “more
of a political decision than a
practical one and is designed to
appease the government of Is
rael.”
Israel is pleased by the U.S.
action. Its terrorist experts con
tend that the charities are used
to funnel some money to guerril
la fighters, and that the network
of charitable projects such as
schools, clinics, welfare offices
and community centers lend
false legitimacy and a supportive
infrastructure to terrorists.
Israeli security sources said
Israel gave the Americans infor
mation on 180 U.S. bank ac
counts linked to terror groups.
The U.S. government acted to
close 150 accounts, said the sour
ces, speaking on condition of
anonymity.
PLO leader Yasser Arafat also
praised Clinton’s move. Hamas
and Islamic Jihad, both listed as
targets for the crackdown, are
his principal rivals in the newly
autonomous territories.
Violence by Islamic extremists
has claimed 114 Israeli lives
since September 1993 and

brought the Israel-PLO peace
process to the brink of collapse.
Israel has launched its own
crackdown, arresting more than
60 activists this week and shut
ting down two Islamic study
centers in the West Bank.
Hamami said the Faith School
and an orphanage run by his Is
lamic society are supported in
part by money from the Holy
Land Foundation for Relief and
Development in Richardson,
Texas, and the World Islamic
League in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia.
A foundation director in
Richardson, Shoukry Abu Bakr,
said a stringent effort is made to
insure funds are not misused.
In a telephone interview, he
said his organization had no con
nection with Hamas or any of the
other 11 Muslim and Jewish
groups on the U.S. government’s
target list. Money goes only to
schools, hospitals, clinics and
special programs, such as food
packages worth $30 to $50 that
are being sent to Palestinian
refugees for the upcoming holy
month of Ramadan, he said.
“If they are going to stop
funds for the 1,000 orphans, and
no one nourishes them or gives
them love, then it will create
1,000 terrorists,” he said. “This is
not what Mr. Clinton wants.”

Associated Press

ANKARA, Turkey — The
American pilot and his son hud
dled together in the older man’s
jacket, collected water in ski
boots and talked about heaven,
hoping that prayer and his sur
vival training would keep death
away during the nine days they
were stranded in frozen wilder
ness.
But their hopes dwindled as
the days passed, U.S. Air Force
Lt. Col. Michael R. Couillard
said Wednesday, a day after he
and his 10-year-old son, Mat
thew, were rescued from the
Bolu Mountains in northern
'Turkey.
“We talked about heaven be
cause it looked like we were
going there,” Couillard told The
Associated Press in a telephone
interview from the U.S. military
hospital at the Incirlik air base
in southern 'Turkey.
Father and son were flown
there for treatment 'Tuesday
after their rescue.
The hospital said in a state
ment’ Wednesday that the two
Americans were treated for mild
frostbite on their feet and toes
and that “the prognosis is good
for full recovery.”
Couillard said he used tree

Take G reat Books.
A nyw here .

ELECTRON.C

The DATA DISCMAN"" Electronic
Book Player makes your library portable.
Volumes of information — reference,
education, business, travel, language and
more — go where you go on CD-ROM
compatible software. Text, graphics and
audio make Electronic Books come
alive. Now all your heavy reading weighs
a bit more than one pound.

branches to make a floor in the
cave where they took refuge for
six nights after getting lost in a
Jan. 15 blizzard on a Boy Scout
ski trip.
“Matthew’s pants were all wet
and I took them off and had him
wear my spare pants,” he said.
“He was buried under my ski
jacket which I zipped up, we
were like birds.”
Couillard said he used his
son’s ski boots to carry clean
mountain water from a stream
50 yards below.
They passed the days and the
nights talking.
“I was telling him stories,” the
colonel said. “I tried to keep his
hopes up. We talked about food
that we would eat. ... We talked
about our family, the places we
visited.”
Father and son slept on and
off. “The cold would wake us up
and we would warm each other,”
Couillard said.
They heard helicopters over
head, but rescuers couldn’t see
them because of dense forest.
Finally, Couillard, a graduate
of an Air Force survival course,
made the difficult decision to
leave his son behind and go for
help.
See BLIZZARD, page 7
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“I had hopes someone would
spot us the first few days but on
the seventh day I decided that if
I had not gone now, I would not
be able to go later with the little
strength I had left,” Couillard
said.
He left his ski jacket with his
son to keep him warm and left
wearing only a turtleneck to
protect him against the freezing
temperatures.
In an interview in Bolu short
ly after their rescue, Matthew
talked about his fear of dying
alone in the cave.
“My fath er w as gone. It kept
sn o w in g,” the boy told the
A natolia new s agency. “I th ough t
about w hat would h appen if I
died.”
His father skied for an hour
and a half before coming across a
vacant state forestry camp.
Woodcutters found the 37-yearold officer there in an unheated
cottage.
Couillard managed in broken
'lAirkish to describe where he had
left his son. Rescuers found the
boy and brought him to the cot
tage.
The ordeal began when Couil
lard and his son were separated
from the rest of the ski group in
a Jan. 15 snowstorm at Kartalkaya resort.
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CLHSSIFIED
Greek News

Campus Clubs

A<t>

CAL POLY CREW
ALUMNI NEEDED

Destination unknown
Break on through
to the other side
This Sat meet 0 Osos Subs

NOVIE DAY IS SAT 1/28
CALL DAMIAN O 549-8851 FOR INFO

KAPPA ALPHA "
THETA
SORORITY

Fundraiser-Have tun earn!
S500 to $1,500 in one week'
Student organizations rreeded
tor marketing project orr-campus
Must be motivated and organized
call 1-800-592-2121, ext 312.

ANNOUNCES

WINTER RUSH

SPJ

Meetings are every Thursday
at 11 in Graphic Arts #304
Anyone & Everyone Interested
in Journalism Please Come
See Ya There!

NITES, CALL BARBARA.
541-0955

Lost & Found
NAMA Presents
14k1. GOLD NECKLACE (ROPE) AND
PENDANT INSCRIBED W1.EILAN!
IF FOUND CALL 547-9769 REWARCGf'

Wanted

9:30am-3pT
Chumash Auditorium

GIVE THE G in OF LIFE BE A
SURROGATE FOR A CHILDLESS
COUPLE $14.000 1-800-308-7367

OPEN HOUSE

Mandatory Inform ational Meetings
sday 011-12 in Bldg 03
03-213
Thursday
ANY club that wants to
participate in ANY OPEN HOUSE
event must send a representative
to ALL MEETINGS!!

SCHOOL PAPERS & RESUMES & MORE"
PICK UP/DELIVERY AVAIL 4663337

ADVENTURE AND
LEADERSHIP!

SCORE MORE!!
G MAT 72 Pts
GRE 214 Pts
LSAT 7.5 Pts

CHUMASH CHALLENGE HIGH ROPES
FACILITATOR TRAINING
JAN 28 OR FEB 5 - POLY COST $30
Signups In the Escape Route
For more info call 756-2628

TATTOOS
SEBASTIAN FROM

osos
ST SUBS OFFERS
PRIVATE PARTIES SAT

Nominations for the 10th ANNUAL
PRESIDENT S AWARD
lo r COMMUNITY SERVICE
Apply NOW-Student Life
Forms AvailabIs-UU 217

Math tutor PhD all 100-500 level
courses 5280625

!!! CAUTION !!!
Make No Investments Or Provide
Banking or Credit Information
Without Investigating Advertisements
In The Opportunities Section

LAURIE DUNCAN

KA0

HONOR YOURSELF

Opportunities

PRINCETON REVIEW (805) 995-0176

NEW MEMBERS
THANKS FOR A GREAT
PLEDGE ACTIVE
LOVE.

P/T office work, grading papers
Strong English skills required
$6 hourly Mon & Wed afternoons
SLO Veteran s Bldg
Call 466-5350 to Inquire

LOOK, \TS ALMOST
U O'CLOCK .'

TO ADVERTISE IN MUSTANG DAILY CLASSIFIEDS, CALL 756 1143

Services

2/5,2/6
CALL HEATHER AT 544-0210

Congrats on your engagement to
BRIAN CINDRIC! We re so excited'
Best wishes to you'Love. A.XG

Announcements

Ag Business
Showcase

fl

CASH FOR COLLEGE. 900,000 GRANTS
AVAILABLE. NO REPAYMENT, EVER.
QUALIFY IMMEDIATELY. 1B00243243S

OTHERWORLD
HAS RELOCATED TO SANTA BARBARA
CLEAN, q u a l it y . CUSTOM TATTOOING
APPEARING AT WILDSIDE TATTOO
SANTA BARBARA 682-6838 APPT PRFD

ENTREPRENEURIAL SR PROJECT
Talented C programmer
wanted w/ d-base know
Call 544-1065
FAST FUNDRAISER-RAISE $500 IN 5
DAYS-GREEKS.GROUPS,CLUBS
MOTIVATED INDIVIDUALS FAST.
EASY-NO FINANCIAL OBLIGATION
(800)775-2851 EXT 33

ENTERPRISE
RENT-A-CAR
g r e at c a r s for po ly s tu d e n ts

Summer CAMP Counselors-HiGH
Sierras CO-ED NO OF LAKE TAHOE
Great JOB FOR APP BOB Stein PO
BOX 519 Ponola CA 96122
(FAX)-(916) 832-4834

$59 99 WEEKEND SPECIALS 545-9111

Miscellaneous

AUTO ACCIDENT

Travel

Did anyone see auto accide.H on
Marsh SI and Osos SI. occurrt-d
1 4 95 approx 1ipm?
Please call (805) 546 0725

BAHAMAS'8DAYSS200CALL 541-1669

Employment

CASH FOR COMICS & GAMING IT( MS
NEW COMICS THURSDAY MORNINGS'
NEW GAMES WEEKLY THE SUB COMICS
C./.MES $ POSTERS 785 MARSH 541-3735

DAY CAMPS serving San Fernando
& Conejo Valleys. Simi. M a'ibj
& Camarillo seek tun, caring
counselors & spec, instructors
lor nature, horseback riding,
sports, swimming, gym, aatls,
lishingtioating, seng leading,
ropes cou.'ses & more Now
Interviewing (818) 865-6263

»;ASH PAID FOR USED CD S .T A P E ^ “
I F S Ct'E A ° THRILLS AND RECYCLED
n.ICORDS 533 HIGUEKA NEW RELEASE
:L ¿ONLY $12 98 OPEN MSAT TO 9

Opportunities^
IMMEDIATE POSITION AVAILABLE FOR
STUDENTS TO SERVE AS RESIDENT
ASSTS AT STUDENT APT COMPLEX
APPLICANTS NEED TO BE
RESPONSIBLE MATURE .AND ABLE
TO WORK WITH PROFESSIONAL
MANAGEMENT TEAM DUTIES WILL
INCLUDE SECURITY.PROPEHTY.
INSPECTIONS LIGHT
MAINTENANCE AND TENANT
ASSISTANCE SAIAHYPLUS
DISCOUNTED RENT PLEASE SEND
RESUME WITH ADDRESS AND PHONE
TO RESIDENT ASSTS POSITION,
PO BOX 13359.SAN LUIS OBISPO.
CA 934 05
PAID MANAGE ME NT INTERNSHIP-BE
TRAINED IN MKTG.SALES.INTERVIEW
ING, MOTIVATION OF EMPLOYEES.ETC
EARN MINIMUM OF 2500 TO 10K MAN
AGING A BRANCH OF STUDENT WORKS
PAINTING. HIRING FINISHES MARCH
15 CALL 800-394-6000
TEACH ENGLISH ABROAD-Earn to
25K plus housing and benefits
in Korea BA/BS any m ajor
Agency: (415) 585-3220
Veterinary Hospital Live-in
position, evening hours Answering
phones, stocking and cleaning
Apply in person
1380 El Camino Real
Atascadero 'Kim"

Roommates

ROOMMATE
WANTED

TO SHARE ROOM FOR S200
VERY CLOSE TO POLY, SPRING QTR
ONLY
NICE ROOMMATES
CALL AUDREY 0 541 2855

For Sale

Stereo Equipment

GREAT RESUMES

KENWOOD/JVC STEREO EQUIPMENT
BARELY USED. EXCELLENT CONDITION
MAKE OFFER 545-8322

Interviewing skills-good rales
10 years experience 473-1602

WOVJ, THE LAST TYJO
HooRs really flew by.

I HOPE THE TEAÇWER
D\DM SAY

1MPOR%\NT

CAR STEREO EQUIPMENT (2)PHOENIX
GOLDMS-275 $400EA(2)BOSTON ACOU
STICS-PRO-SERIES 10.0 FOR $210,
ROCKFORD FOSGATE PUNCH-30 $65.
ROCKFORD FOSGATE(2)PUNCH 8 INCH
$100,CARVER M 2020 $15, COUSTIC
XM-1 CROSSOVER $20 544-2318
HP95LX PALMTOP COMPUTER $350
CALL 466-9380 LV MESSAGE"
' SOFTWARE! Paradox"$45; ACT! $30
Maplinx $20; more 549-0404 eves

t/f/
Jk

il

o

\

TiRES SET OF 4 WITH HUBS, CAPS,
NUTS LIKE NEW HP-22 175-70-13
BRIDGESTONE $210 FOUR ALL C A .L
_______________ 544-2318_______________
ARCADE GAME-FULL SIZE-STAND UP
GUN FORCE 541-8673

Homes for Sale
__

I

L

Í,

t REE LIS1 ol all HOUSES A CONDOS
FOR SALE IN SLO Farrell Smyth R E
Steve Nelson*"543-8370"*
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SIMPSON; Defense claims prosecution mishandled, ignored evidence
From page 1

“There were trails that lead
toward innocence and they were
not pursued,” Cochran said while
revealing the defense case for the
first time.
Cochran vowed to prove
Simpson “an innocent man
wrongly accused” of murdering
his ex-wife and her friend Ronald
Goldman in a jealous rage. He
strived to portray Simpson as a
generous, caring family man and
an ex-athlete so battered by
football that he was physically
incapable of the crimes.
He also promised a parade of
witnesses who claim police
ignored their accounts of
activities the night of the
murders, including a woman who
says she saw four men, some in

knit ski hats, fleeing Ms.
Simpson’s neighborhood.
Moments after Cochran
concluded for the day, another
major battle erupted over
evidence sharing and threatened
to delay Thursday’s start of
testimony.
Deputy District Attorney
William Hodgman expressed
outrage when defense attorney
Carl Douglas disclosed a stack of
reports on new witnesses never
seen by the prosecution. Most of
the reports were from the
summer, and failure to share
them violates a reciprocal
discovery law.
“I don’t think in the history of
jurisprudence we have ever had
anything happen like what
happened in this courtroom

to d a y ,” H odgm an sa id ,
demanding time to study the
reports.
The judge said he would make
a decision Thursday.
Throughout his opening
statement, Cochran tried to cast
doubt on the prosecution case by
showing evidence that was left
out of their case.
“We find blood where there
should be no blood,” Deputy
District Attorney Marcia Clark
said Tuesday .“That trail of blood
.. is devastating proof of his
guilt.”
The prosecution said the blood
led from the bodies through his
Bronco to the foot of his bed, but
Cochran said no blood drops
were found on the white carpet
leading to Simpson’s bedroom.

STORM: Ventura County records record rainfall
From page 1

recorded more than 34 inches of
rain.
The heaviest rainfall early
Wednesday was in Ventura and
Santa Barbara counties. During
a 12-hour period ending at 5
a.m., 1.02 inches was recorded in
Santa Barbara, 1.34 inches in
San Marcos Pass and 4.29 inches
over Old Man Mountain at the
Santa Barbara-Ventura counties
line.
Nearly an inch of rain was
measured in downtown Los An
geles during a six-hour period
Wednesday morning.
The Santa Ynez River west of
Lompoc in Santa Barbara Coun
ty worried forecasters. The Na
tional Weather Services said it
could flood Wednesday because of

heavy rain on its watershed
since Jan. 3 and expected in
creased releases from the
Cachuma Lake dam. The
drainage area is largely farm
land.
Rain was expected to taper ofT
by late Wednesday and there was
some bright news: Sunshine was
in the forecast.
“We’re looking at drying out
during the day on Friday and
having a really nice weekend,”
said NWS meteorologist Dave
Danielson said.
Mudslides made a mess of
some stretches of Pacific Coast
Highway in Santa Monica and
Malibu. PCH in Huntington
Beach remained closed by flood
ing.

H i M O fT T H S H O H É - T A H O E
INCLUDES:
-Lodging (3 nights)
-Food/ Bev.
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UU Table M-Th. 10-2 & Fri. 10-1
Or Call Josh at 544-8798
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Tickets on Sale HUOW!

at Boo Boo's and Big Music only $8

